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Solar cell

 

A solar cell made from a monocrystalline silicon wafer
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A solar cell (also called photovoltaic cell or photoelectric cell) is a solid state

 

electrical device that 
converts the energy of light

 

directly into electricity

 

by the photovoltaic effect.  

Assemblies of solar cells are used to make solar 
modules

 

which are used to capture energy from 
sunlight. When multiple modules are assembled 
together (such as prior to installation on a pole-
mounted tracker system), the resulting integrated 
group of modules all oriented in one plane is 
referred to in the solar industry as a solar panel. 
The general public and some casual writers often 
refer to solar modules incorrectly as solar panels; 
technically this is not the correct usage of 
terminology. Nevertheless, both designations are 
seen in regular use, in reference to what are 
actually solar modules. The distinction between a 
module and a panel is that a module cannot be 
disassembled into smaller re-usable components in 
the field, whereas a solar panel is assembled from, 
and can be disassembled back into a stack of solar 
modules. The electrical energy generated from 
solar modules, referred to as solar power, is an 
example of solar energy. 

Photovoltaics

 

is the field of technology and 
research related to the practical application of 
photovoltaic cells in producing electricity from 
light, though it is often used specifically to refer to 
the generation of electricity from sunlight. Cells 
are described as photovoltaic cells when the light 
source is not necessarily sunlight. These are used 
for detecting light or other electromagnetic 
radiation

 

near the visible range, for example 

infrared detectors, or measurement of light 
intensity. 

Theory 

The solar cell works in three steps: 

1- Photons

 

in sunlight

 

hit the solar panel and are 
absorbed by semiconducting materials, such as 
silicon. 

2- Electrons

 

(negatively charged) are knocked 
loose from their atoms, causing an electric 
potential difference. Current starts flowing through 
the material to cancel the potential and this 
electricity is captured. Due to the special 
composition of solar cells, the electrons are only 
allowed to move in a single direction. 

An array of solar cells converts solar energy 
into a usable amount of direct current

 

(DC) 
electricity. 

Devices with photovoltaic modules 

Further information:  
Solar panels on spacecraft

 

and Solar charger

 

Electric devices that includes solar panels: 

* Solar cell phone

 

: Sharp

 

announced that its first 
solar-powered cell phone would be released in 
summer, 2009. 

* Solar lamp

 



  
* Solar notebook: IUNIKA makes the first Solar    

Powered Netbook, the Gyy. 

* Solar-pumped laser

 
* Solar vehicle

 
* Solar plane

 

Space stations

 

and various spacecraft

 

employ, 
or have employed photovoltaic panels to generate 
power. 

* Soyuz spacecraft

 

* International Space Station

 

* Skylab

 

space laboratory 

* Mir

 

space station 

Mounting systems 

Trackers 
Solar trackers

 

increase the amount of energy 
produced per panel at a cost of mechanical 
complexity and need for maintenance. They sense 
the direction of the Sun and tilt the panels as 
needed for maximum exposure to the light. 

Fixed racks 
Fixed racks hold panels stationary as the sun 

moves across the sky. The fixed rack sets the angle 
at which the panel is held. Tilt angles equivalent to 
an installation's latitude are common. 

Ground mounted 

 

A ground mounted solar panel system 
installation using precast concrete ballasted 
footings. 

Ground mounted solar power systems consist of 
solar panels held in place by racks or frames that 
are attached to ground based mounting supports. 

Ground based mounting supports include: 

* Pole mounts which are driven directly into the 
ground or embedded in concrete. 

* Foundation mounts, such as concrete slabs or 
poured footings 

* Ballasted footing mounts, such as concrete or 
steel bases that use weight to secure the solar panel 
system in position and do not require ground 
penetration. This type of mounting system allows 
for decommissioning or relocation of solar panel 
systems with no ground excavation. 

 

A roof mounted solar panel system installed 
using flat roof precast concrete ballasted footings. 

Roof mounted 
Roof mounted solar power systems consist of 

solar panels held in place by racks or frames 
attached to roof based mounting supports. 

Roof based mounting supports include: 
* Pole mounts which are attached directly to the 
roof structure and may use additional rails for 
attaching the panel racking or frames. 

* Ballasted footing mounts, such as concrete or 
steel bases that use weight to secure the panel 
system in position and do not require through 
penetration. This mounting method allows for 
decommissioning or relocation of solar panel 
systems with no adverse effect on the roof 
structure.   


